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F
or decades, the semiconductor indus-
try has been following Moore's law as
the golden standard for chip design

and manufacturing.1 The miniaturization of
device components based on copper and
silicon has become one of the key driving
principles in enabling smaller devices with
greater performance, improved power con-
sumption, and reduced production costs.2

However, the scaling of both silicon and
copper nanostructures is approaching its
intrinsic limits, and the introduction of new
materials is needed to ensure continued
gains in performance.3 Among the potential
candidates, graphene-based structures have
emerged as novel materials that could re-
place silicon and/or copper due to their
unique electronic properties.4�9 Unlike
two-dimensional graphene, graphene nano-
ribbons (GNRs) can present an electronic

band gap and are therefore particularly
promising for future integrated circuit (IC)
device components such as on-chip electrical
interconnects,10,11 transistor channels,12,13

and sensors.14�16 The GNR's edge structure
dictates the electrical characteristics in these
applications,17 and it is thegoal of thepresent
work to provide a fundamental understand-
ing of the atomistic mechanisms governing
the edge structure reconstruction and its
dynamics.
Bottom-up approaches offer the possibi-

lity to devise essentially defect-free GNR
systems, but efforts to systematically mea-
sure their intrinsic two-terminal transport
properties have been hindered by poorly
developed techniques to transfer GNRs
from the catalytic metallic growth substrate
onto adequate dielectric materials.18,19

Alternatively, a number of top-down
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ABSTRACT The use of graphene and other two-dimensional materials in next-

generation electronics is hampered by the significant damage caused by conventional

lithographic processing techniques employed in device fabrication. To reduce the density of

defects and increase mobility, Joule heating is often used since it facilitates lattice

reconstruction and promotes self-repair. Despite its importance, an atomistic understanding

of the structural and electronic enhancements in graphene devices enabled by current

annealing is still lacking. To provide a deeper understanding of these mechanisms, atomic

recrystallization and electronic transport in graphene nanoribbon (GNR) devices are

investigated using a combination of experimental and theoretical methods. GNR devices

with widths below 10 nm are defined and electrically measured in situ within the sample chamber of an aberration-corrected transmission electron

microscope. Immediately after patterning, we observe few-layer polycrystalline GNRs with irregular sp2-bonded edges. Continued structural

recrystallization toward a sharp, faceted edge is promoted by increasing application of Joule heat. Monte Carlo-based annealing simulations reveal

that this is a result of concentrated local currents at lattice defects, which in turn promotes restructuring of unfavorable edge structures toward an

atomically sharp state. We establish that intrinsic conductance doubles to 2.7 e2/h during the recrystallization process following an almost 3-fold reduction

in device width, which is attributed to improved device crystallinity. In addition to the observation of consistent edge bonding in patterned GNRs, we

further motivate the use of bonded bilayer GNRs for future nanoelectronic components by demonstrating how electronic structure can be tailored by an

appropriate modification of the relative twist angle of the bonded bilayer.

KEYWORDS: graphene nanoribbons . in situ transmission electron microscopy . nanosculpting . reconstruction .
accelerated annealing simulation
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approaches have been proposed to pattern graphene
to IC-relevant length scales below 10 nm, including
electron beam lithography,20 nanowire21 and gold
etch masks,22 scanning tunneling microscope
lithography,23 and block copolymer lithography.24

However, the absence of a top-down patterning solu-
tion that allows for precise control of atomic edge
terminations has resulted in device-to-device variabil-
ity due to the sensitivity of electronic structure on edge
geometry.25�27

In this context, recent efforts using a focused elec-
tron beam have enabled a pathway for atomic
scale patterning. Efficient subnanometer resolution
“nanosculpting” of suspended graphene sheets within
a transmission electron microscope (TEM) has been
demonstrated using a focused electron beam28�31

with energies above graphene's knock-on damage
threshold (∼86 keV).32 This has enabled the controlled
patterning of suspended monolayer graphene nano-
structures33 and has provided a unique platform34 for
in situ transport measurements of sub-10 nm mono-
crystalline GNR devices fabricated within the TEM.35

Notably, previous work utilizing thermal annealing
to motivate structural recrystallization36,37 and self-
repair30,38,39 in suspended graphene sheets was lever-
aged for the successful fabrication of crystalline GNR
devices via current-induced Joule heating.34,35,40�42

Despite the critical importance of annealing in form-
ing defect-free GNRs, the recrystallization mechanism
and its direct impact on intrinsic device transport
properties remain to be clearly explained and quanti-
fied. Progress has beenmade difficult due to the lack of
experimental approaches to simultaneously probe the
atomic structure of the actual device as it is electrically
characterized. This highlights the new opportunity
explored in this work where we provide a fundamental
and quantitative understanding of current-induced
recrystallization and its influence on atomic structure
and electrical transport in isolated sub-10 nm GNR
devices. In addition, results from this work yield rele-
vant andpractical design recommendations applicable
to a broad range of GNR-based applications.
In this article, we combine simultaneous real-time

TEM nanostructuring with two-terminal electronic
transport measurements on GNRs to understand the
reconstruction mechanism of single-nanometer-scale
GNR devices probed in situ. We observe that, immedi-
ately after patterning, sub-10 nm few-layer ribbons are
polycrystalline, with rough, sp2-bonded bilayer edges,
providing a suitable isolated system formonitoring the
physical and electrical progression toward recrystalli-
zation. Bias-controlled Joule-heating encourages the
GNR's structural evolution toward faceted, bonded
bilayer edges and the eventual assimilation of structur-
al protrusions into the bulk, presenting a crystalline
junction-free GNR. The observations are consistent
with simulations showing that amorphous regions

and lattice defect sites experience the greatest heat
dissipation during current annealing and are therefore
most susceptible to recrystallization. The GNR conduc-
tance is found to double to 2.7 e2/h during the GNR
recrystallization process, where e is the electron charge
and h is Planck's constant, despite an almost 3-fold
reduction in the device width to∼3 nm. The enhanced
conductance is attributed to improved structural order
in the recrystallized GNR, compensating for the nar-
rower width. Despite achieving superior transport and
crystallinity, GNR edges remain bonded throughout
recrystallization, thereby preventing the engineering
of electronic structure through edge doping or mod-
ification of the edge-termination geometry. In addition
to edge structure, the relative orientation of stacked
graphene monolayers plays a critical role in determin-
ing the electronic properties of the bilayer.43 TEM
imaging is used to determine the relative orientation
of individual graphene layers within bilayer stacks, and
we use this information as an input for simulations of
how electronic structure can be tailored by manipulat-
ing the relative angle between two adjacent mono-
layers (i.e., the twist angle) in bonded bilayer GNRs.
Here the twist angle is locked by the details of the
covalent bonding between the adjacent layers. Experi-
mentally, a variety of twist angles are observed after
current annealing, indicating the feasibility of fabricat-
ing bonded bilayers with unique orientations. Tight-
binding calculations confirm that bonded bilayer GNRs
of different twist angles offer a diverse set of electronic
properties, ranging from purely metallic systems to
semiconductors with a sizable band gap (0.25 eV).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments arebaseduponCVD-growngraphene,44,45

patterned into a freestanding ribbon contacted by
source-drain Au electrodes46 (Figure 1a). Figure 1b
shows a TEM micrograph of a freestanding graphene
ribbon, ∼700 nm wide, within the experimental setup.
TheGNR is supportedby a 100nm thick SiNxmembrane
with a predefined 1 μmwide slit where the suspended
GNR is formed (details are provided in the Methods
section and in particular Supporting Information
Figure S1). The chip is mounted on a TEM holder with
electrical feed-throughs to facilitate in situ electrical
transport measurements within an aberration cor-
rected TEM. TEM imaging and electrical measurements
are performed in high vacuum (10�7 Torr) at room
temperature using a FEI-Titan 80�300 TEM with an
objective lens CEOS aberration corrector, operated
at 300 kV. Measured values of device resistance for as-
fabricated devices are found to be ∼70 kΩ. Current
annealing is performed within the TEM before further
sample characterization; this is done to remove un-
wanted residue and contaminants from sample
fabrication47 and to minimize electron beam-induced
deposition of amorphous carbon.48 A slow voltage
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ramp of 5 mV/s is used to increase the current to
∼100 μA, resulting in high-temperature resistive heat-
ing in the graphene ribbon. Vaporization of surface
contaminants and edge reconstruction is observed
(Supporting Information Figure S2), consistent with
previous observations in thermally annealed graphene
sheets,36,37 resulting in a final device resistance of
<10 kΩ (Figure 1c).
A patterning technique using a condensed electron

beam is subsequently used to reduce the width of
the annealed devices within the TEM.35 Specifically, a
300 kV electron beam (focused to minimum diameter
<5 nm) is used to progressively sculpt the suspended

graphene down to a 10 nm width through direct
knock-on damage (Figure 1d). A bias voltage between
1 and 3 V is applied across the GNRduring this sculpting
procedure, to prevent electron beam induced hydro-
carbon contamination.30 The nanosculpting and mea-
surement procedures are used for in situ production
of few-layered GNRs with critical dimensions between
10 to 500 nm. We highlight typical results of nano-
sculpting in Figure 1d, with ablated areas highlighted in
red. We apply this patterning technique repeatedly on
individual GNRs and measure the in situ two-terminal
resistance as a function of width (Figure 1c inset). We fit
the resistance data with an equation of the form RTOT =
RC þ F/w. RC is the contact resistance that accounts for
the resistance of the wiring, gold-graphene interface,
and wide graphene regions outside the GNR; w is the
width of the GNR, and F is a fitting parameter with the
units of resistivity. This form, appropriate for an Ohmic
conductor, provides a good fit to the data as the width
is reduced from 500 to 10 nm (Figure 1c inset), with an
extracted contact resistance of RC = 10.9 kΩ. After the
GNRs are narrowed to ∼10 nm, their resistance is
further recorded while the conductor is simultaneously
imaged until the moment it breaks and the resistance
increases beyond the limit of themeasurement system.
High edge contrast is consistently observed in pat-

terned GNRs, as expected for increased electron scat-
tering from a continuous, curved, sp2-bonded bilayer
edge.49,50 This hypothesis is experimentally supported
by the images in Figure 2, which are derived from
as-transferred graphene material that was not subject
to nanosculpting. Figure 2a shows a graphene bilayer,
where the (free, low-contrast) edges of the graphene
layers are separated by ∼5 nm. Two-dimensional fast
Fourier transforms (2D FFTs; Figure 2b and Supporting
Information Figure S4) are used to identify the number
of carbon layers in each region, and they show a
transition from bilayer graphene to monolayer

Figure 1. Device layout, currentannealing, andnanosculpting.
(a) Schematic of TEM-compatible chip with a suspended
graphene device contacted by source and drain electrodes.
(b) TEMmicrographof patterned suspendedgraphene ribbon.
Arrows indicate the edges of the ribbon. (c) Time evolution of
device resistanceduring current annealing. Inset: Two-terminal
GNR resistance as a function of width (w) for w > 10 nm with
solid curve showing the fit to the form RTOT = RC þ F/w (see
main text). (d) TEMmicrograph of graphene after nanosculpt-
ing. The sculpted region is highlighted in red, and red arrows
indicate the edges of the narrowed graphene region.

Figure 2. TEM images and 2D FFTs of amonolayer graphene platelet before and after bonding to its monolayer substrate. (a)
TEM image of amonolayer graphene platelet supported by amonolayer graphene substrate. (b) 2D FFT from panel (a), taken
from regions of the graphene substrate (top) and bilayer area (bottom) showing one and two distinct 6-fold FFT peaks,
respectively, highlighted in red (substrate) and blue (platelet). (c) Dotted lines drawn over the TEM image in (a) to indicate the
boundary between vacuum and the graphene substrate (red) and between the graphene substrate and bilayer region (blue).
Arrows indicate the direction the platelet moves to bond with the monolayer edge. (d) TEM image after edge bonding. (e)
Corresponding 2D FFT of (d) taken from regions of the bonded bilayer substrate (top) and monolayer substrate (bottom)
showing two and one distinct 6-fold FFT peaks, respectively, and highlighted in red (substrate) and blue (platelet). (f) Dotted
lines drawnover the TEM image in (d) to indicate the boundary between vacuumand the bonded bilayer graphene (blue) and
between the bilayer region and monolayer graphene substrate (blue).
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graphene to vacuum (Figure 2c). From this, we con-
clude that the red dotted line represents the edge
of a base monolayer sheet, which supports a second
carbon layer, whose (free) edge is indicated by the blue
dotted line (Figure 2c). The supported graphene sheet
is apparently free to travel along the base monolayer,
and eventually bonds with the free edge, resulting in
an increase in contrast for the top bonded bilayer edge
(Figure 2d).51 This interpretation is consistent with
the 2D FFT, which shows that the high-contrast (now,
bonded) edge marks the transition from vacuum to
bilayer, while a low-contrast edge (red dashed line)
occurs at the interface between a bilayer region and
a monolayer region. This indicates that high contrast
edges observed in these experiments represent
bonded bilayers rather than the edges of monolayer
sheets,52 in contrast to past suggestions made using
a somewhat similar experimental setup.36,51 Using
this insight, GNR edges produced by nanosculpting
are consistently bonded (Figure 3a) and remain so
throughout recrystallization (Figure 3b�d). Because
of the reactivity of dangling bonds at the edges of
pristine GNRs, it is likely that a bonded bilayer will
immediately form after overlaying a second GNR, or
when edges are exposed immediately after etching.
This highlights a fundamental limitation for efforts
to fabricate bilayer GNR devices with free edges.
However, since bonded bilayer GNRs offer roughly
five times greater intrinsic conductivity and superior
structural stability as compared to monolayer GNRs
of comparable widths,35 this motivates the idea of
circuitry based on bonded bilayer GNRs, avoiding the
need to consider edge passivation.

Top-down patterning of graphene naturally induces
edge disorder due to the absence of atomic-resolution
etching capabilities. Previous theoretical works re-
vealed a substantial reduction in thermal conductivity
and transport properties for GNRs with relatively small
values of edge roughness53 and edge/bulk disorder,54

motivating the need for a controllable process to
fabricate highly crystalline GNRs. At the same time,
we should note that devising a way to improve elec-
tronic transport while keeping thermal conductivity
low would be ideal to develop GNR-based thermo-
electrics. This could be done by reaching a fine balance
between increase electronic mean free-path while
preserving sufficient amorphous edges to scatter
phonons.55

We find that sub-10 nm GNR devices patterned by
means of a focused electron beam are inherently
disordered and polycrystalline (Figure 3a) in agree-
ment with prior report of direct knock-on induced
damage.56 We show that the transformation from
a disordered rough structure (Figure 3a) to a highly
crystalline GNR (Figure 3e�g), which will be referred to
as structural recrystallization, can be intentionally and
controllably induced. We explore the recrystalliza-
tion process of few-layer GNR devices with bonded
edges by systematically increasing the bias voltage
(100�300 mV steps) applied to the GNRs immediately
after patterning, elevating the ribbon's temperature
due to resistive heating, until device breakdown. Tem-
peratures of∼2000 K are typical during reconstruction,
as evaluated in the Supporting Information and
observed previously.36,37,50 The beam energy used to
observe the annealing process is high enough to lead

Figure 3. Current induced recrystallization in few-layer (g4 layers) GNR devices. (a) TEM micrographs of an isolated few-layer
GNR (w = 8.2 nm) under bias. Initial structure showed rounded semi-amorphous edges. (b) Evolution of (a) showing the width
narrowing to 7.7 nm, structural recrystallization, and the formation of atomically sharpedges after high-bias Joule heating. (c�e)
Evolution of (b) showing the width narrowing to 7.1 nm (c) and the continued flattening of the protruding edge (d,e). (f,g) Final
evolution of theGNR showing two stackedbonded-bilayers before device breakdown (w = 3 nm). Scale bar is 5 nm in all images.
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to knock on damage, but the beam current is too low
to account for the structural changes observed during
the experiment (a calculation of the sputtering rate is
provided in the Supporting Information).
Figure 3 shows the time evolution of a representa-

tive multilayer GNR device as its width is reduced from
8.2 nm (Figure 3a) to 3 nm (Figure 3g) under increasing
electrical stress (Joule heating), from1.8 to 2.9 V, aswell
as its continued structural recrystallization. The recon-
struction process takes place primarily along the GNR
boundary, where the initial curved edge morphology
(Figure 3a) recrystallizes to become faceted (Figure 3b).
Further Joule heating leads to the flattening of the
protruding edges (Figure 3c�f), as indicated by the
measured junction angles noted in red. The continued
sharpening in edge morphology is attributed to
the larger electrical resistance in edge junctions,36,57

allowing for greater heat dissipation and increased
susceptibility to recrystallization, as revealed by the
simulations discussed below. At a bias of 2.9 V, the
width of the ribbon abruptly narrows down due to
increased atomic dislocations induced by the intensi-
fying electrical stress per bond. This process is accom-
panied by a layer-by-layer breaking of the stacks
(Figure 3e�g). The device thickness can be accurately
determined by distinguishing the number of edges in
each GNR from the micrographs. The initial structure
presents four discernible edges (Figure 3a�d), repre-
senting four stacked bonded bilayers with a total
thickness of ∼1.4 nm. The device is reduced to two
bilayers after continued electrical stress (Figure 3e�g)
and ultimately is severed.
Motivated by the experimental observations, the

physical evolution of a representative bonded bilayer
GNR system is modeled using an original Monte
Carlo algorithm that simulates annealing over a larger
time scale compared to that of traditional molecular
dynamics approaches. The algorithm, known as the
accelerated topological annealing of carbon (ATAC),
applies elementary defects to an input system in
a stochastic manner.58,59 ATAC accepts or rejects
the defects based on the change in system energy
as evaluated using a parametrized interatomic
potential.60,61 This approach leads to knowledge of
the structural evolution and the possibility to monitor
the variations of physical properties at the main steps
of the structural transformation. In particular, the elec-
tronic properties are evaluated using a computation-
ally inexpensive π-band tight binding method with
a nearest-neighbor approximation, and γ0 = �2.7 eV,
sufficient for carbon-only, sp2-bonded, nonmagnetic
structures.62,63 Conductance and density of states
are calculated using a combination of the Landauer
formalism,64 standard Green's functions,65 and trans-
fer-matrix-based approaches.66�68 Simulation para-
meters (i.e., temperature schedule and relative
occurrence of knock-off atoms versus bond rotations)

for the structural simulation are chosen to best match
the observed behavior as seen in Figure 3a,b. Note
that only the effects of Joule heating to the system as
a whole are considered in the simulation, and that
effects such as localized heating due to electrical stress
are omitted.
The ATAC algorithm uses an input nanosystem and

records its structure in the form of an undirected graph
using the system's adjacency matrix (i.e., its list of first-
neared neighbors). ATAC then randomly applies struc-
tural mutations from a provided catalog (see below)
to the structure by modifying the system's graph and
enforcing the corresponding bond structure modifica-
tions via a penalty potential function. The applied
mutations are then accepted or rejected based on a
probability distribution, similar to Arrhenius' equation,
which is a function of an artificial simulation tempera-
ture and the difference in energy introduced by the
mutation as measured by a parametrized interatomic
potential.58,59 Note that after eachmutation is enacted,
the entire system is structurally relaxed before the
difference in energy due to the mutation is calculated.
The catalog of possible structural mutations includes

four different types of local transformations of the
system's adjacencymatrix. Eachmutation is attempted
with specified rates of occurrence, chosen depending
on assumptions on the available energy imparted to
the system and the type of experimental process (e.g.,
Joule heating vs electron bombardment). The most
common one is the single atom vacancy, which con-
sists of simply removing a carbon atom from the
system. Here it accounts for 35% of the total attempted
mutations. The second most commonly attempted
mutation is the Stone�Thrower�Wales bond rotation
(which transforms 4 adjacent hexagons into two
pentagons separated by two abutting heptagons),
comprising 25% of attempted mutations. The last
two types are bond addition and bond removal, at
20% each. These mutations consist of either attempt-
ing to enforce or dissociate a bond between nearby
carbon atoms. In practice, because acceptance and
rejection of an attempted mutation by ATAC depends
entirely on the change in system energy it introduces,
the types of accepted mutations during the course of
the actual simulations can vary considerably from the
imposed rates of attempted mutations. In addition, it
is worth mentioning that it is the complex multistep
introduction of stochastic events at random positions
within the structure that leads to a realistic description
of the structural evolution.
Here, the input structure fed into ATAC is a zigzag

oriented bonded bilayer GNR with an amorphous
protrusion at 90�. This initial configuration is chosen
to correspond to a system with an energetically
unfavorable edge structure, similar to Figure 3a.
Figure 4a�c displays representative results for the
evolution of both local currents and structure as the
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bonded bilayer system was annealed via ATAC. The
local current is computed using the well-established

theoretical framework, using a tight-binding Hamiltonian
recomputed at each stage of the evolution.69 As the
system anneals, the bonded bilayer GNRs are seen to
progress consistently toward a state with atomically
sharp edges. This reconstruction is fueled by the pre-
ference for irradiation-induced defects (vacancies in
particular) to nucleate close to the rough edges since
they tend to stabilize the structure. The local current
density plot of the initial structure shows a large
magnitude near the 90� bonded bilayer edge, which
corresponds to the greatest heat dissipation and,
in turn, greatest susceptibility to recrystallization
(Figure 4a). As the system anneals, the bonded bilayer
GNRevolves toward a statewith atomically sharp edges
due to the defective lattice sites at the GNR edge being
themost susceptible to ejection and additional defects.
The continued edge recrystallization leads to in-

creased structural stability. In addition. we note that
while the maximum local current density decreases
during structural evolution, the largest value of the
current remains maximal close to the transitional
region between straight segments. This indicates
that the structure should tend toward presenting a
single continuous edge over longer evolution periods
as seen in Figure 3g and Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information. In light of the local current and structural
annealing results, it is expected that accounting
for localized heating effects, as were present in the
experiment itself, would only increase the instability
of defective sites at the bonded bilayer GNR edge.
This marked tendency toward edge defects, and the
energetic favorability of the crystallized edge structure,
accounts for many of the experimentally observed
behaviors, and those shown in Figure 3a�c in
particular.
Intrinsic electrical properties of the GNR shown in

Figure 3 are extracted during the recrystallization and
breakdown processes (Figure 5). We highlight the
breakdown regime in tan color in Figure 5a,b. During
recrystallization, the intrinsic conductance (resistance)
progressively increases (decreases), suggesting the
initially disordered GNR becomes increasingly more
crystalline, with reduced carrier scattering and im-
proved transport that compensates for the reduction
in device width. During the breakdown phase, the
crystalline GNR narrows further and eventually breaks
due to extreme electrical stress, but does not further
recrystallize, since it is already highly ordered at that
stage.
Turning back to experiment, the initial resistance of

the GNR, after nanosculpting and before annealing is
19 kΩ (Figure 5a). This resistance decreases in steps
during the recrystallization process to a minimum of
8 kΩ, as the GNR width reduced from 8.2 to 5.4 nm.
For widths below 5 nm, characteristics of device
breakdown are observed, and the resistance sharply
increases until complete device failure. We note that

Figure 4. Simulated bonded bilayer GNR edge recrystalliza-
tion and local current calculations using chemical potentials
of 0.1 eV to highlight electronic properties near the Fermi
energy. Arrows indicate the local current direction when its
magnitude is within 90% of the maximum. The simulations
were realized at constant bias potential. The color bar
represents data with identical range of values. (a) Local
current of initial structure showing a large current magni-
tude near the 90� junction. This junction features the highest
local current amplitude, at the knee-like region of the joint.
(b) Intermediate structure showing reduction of the highly
localized current. (c) Final structure showing further reduc-
tion in local current magnitude. In this case, the structure
behaves like a more uniform system where electronic cur-
rent flows equality over the entire structure. Note that the
overall current, that is, the current integrated over any cross-
section of the systems, remains almost constant between
the three structures, due to the fact that the structures were
overall quite crystalline to begin with. (d) Top-down struc-
tural plot showing the schematic of the initial amorphous
edge (red) and after annealing (black).
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multilayer GNR devices are remarkably robust, show-
ing a resistance plateau each time the target bias has
been reached (Figure 5a) and only deviates from a
resistance plateau at constant bias during device break-
down. This provides the opportunity to tailor the GNR
during recrystallization, by terminating the process
(Vbias = 0 V) when preselected structural and electrical
properties are achieved. The sample,with knownatomic
structure, could then be transferred from the TEM to
an alternativemeasurement platform formore in-depth
analysis, Greater sensitivity in the regulation of the
source-drain bias during recrystallization can provide
amore controlled recrystallization process, and could be
the focus of future studies.

The power dissipated in the GNR during this process,
defined as P = I2 (R � RC), peaks at a value of 420 μW
before breakdown (Figure 5a), representing a tempera-
ture in excess of 2000 K (calculations shown in the
Supporting Information), similar to past reports.37,41,50

The sustained electrical current density (μA/nm), in-
creases even during the structural breakdown regime
(Figure 5b). This is attributed to the contribution of
additional conduction channels in the multilayer stack,
providing an overall increase in current. This result
should be contrasted with Ohmic behavior, which
would result in a current decrease upon cross-section
reduction, and further highlights the coherent (i.e.,
increased mean free path) transport regime character-
istic of highly crystalline, confined nanostructures. At
theGNR's narrowest width of 3 nm, amaximumcurrent
density in excess of 4.7� 109 A/cm2 is recorded, to our
knowledge the highest current density reported so far
for a four-layer GNR. Furthermore, the intrinsic con-
ductance doubles to 2.7e2/h during the recrystalliza-
tion process despite an almost three times reduction in
devicewidth (Figure 5b). The enhanced conductance is
attributed to improved carrier transport from the lower
number of scattering centers present in the recrystal-
lized GNRs, as discussed in detail below.
Simulated conductance values are obtained using

the π-band tight-binding method as a comparative
basis for the measured conductance. Figure 5c shows
theoretical conductance values of amodeled GNR, with
varying defect density, width, and thickness, along with
the measured values. Defect density is defined as the
number of Stone�Thrower�Wales defects introduced
divided by the number of atoms in the system, and
represents the level of disorder in the simulated GNR.
Transport in GNRs with defect densities between 0 and
15% were used to simulate the influence of recrystalli-
zation on conductance. Structurally, a four-stack
bonded-bilayer GNRwasmodeled for devices of widths
>7 nm and two stacks were used for widths <6 nm,
in correspondence to the micrographs presented in
Figure 3. For particular GNR widths, the experimental
voltage biases are known and utilized in the simulation,
while intermediate voltage values are estimated from
a linear interpolation, providing a continuous conduc-
tance vs width graph. GNRs of widths 7�9 nm show a
continued increase in conductance for various defect
densities, consistent with the increase of bias voltage
used in the experiments to drive recrystallization.When
the simulated 8-layer GNR is reduced to only 4 layers,
the bias is at 2.9 V and the ribbon is allowed to
spontaneously break under electrical stress, as simu-
lated in the 3�6 nm regime.
It must be noted that the theoretical conductance

consistently improves as defect density is reduced,
regardless of device width or sample bias. This is ex-
pected since devices with greater structural crystal-
linity have superior carrier transport. Experimental

Figure 5. GNR transport during reconstruction. (a) Time
evolution of two-terminal device resistance (contact resis-
tance subtracted) and power for w < 10 nm with progres-
sively higher Joule heat, as indicated by the supplied bias,
until device breakdown. (b)Measured intrinsic conductance
(black squares) and current density (red circles) as a function
of width for few-layer GNRs under increasing Joule heat.
Conductance values have the best-fit contact resistance
subtracted. (c) Comparison of the measured device con-
ductance and theoretical values obtained by a first-
neighbor tight-binding method for stacked bonded bilayer
GNRs of varying defect density.
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intrinsic conductance values are plotted on a 3:100
scale along with the theoretical conductance. The
experimental results during recrystallization are in
good agreement with the red curve corresponding to
15% defect density, while experimental results during
the breakdown regime match closer with the pristine
GNR (green) curve, showing the best transport proper-
ties. Although the simulated and experimental GNR
systems are not identical, an overall trend can be
extracted from Figure 5c. Given a system that has
constant crystallinity, one would expect the experi-
mental data to follow a single, scaled, theoretical curve.
Rather, the experimental data fall nicely onto two
distinctly different curves, one indicating a pristine
GNR and another indicating a GNR with the highest
simulated lattice disorder. That is, the increase in
conductance cannot be exclusively attributed to an
increasing bias, but also the improved transport due
to greater structural crystallinity. The data suggest that
structural crystallinity has a major role in improving
the electrical performance of GNRs, and our recrystalli-
zation process provides a pathway for the fabrica-
tion of atomically sharp GNRs with superior transport
properties.
So far, we have been able to establish that the

dynamical annealing process leads to enhanced elec-
tronic transport properties. However, while superior
conductance is a necessary condition for the develop-
ment of nanoelectronics, it is certainly not a sufficient
one. Indeed, in order to fully harness the potential
of GNR devices, the electronic properties should be
easily tunable and tailored to specific applications.
To address this issue, we now focus on how the twist
angle between adjacent layers can be used as a quasi-
continuous knob to vary transmission properties,
following an early theoretical proposal.70 We observe
various twist angles during the course of our experi-
mental investigations. Figure 2 shows supported
monolayer with a twist of 31� rotated clockwise to
bond with its monolayer support, resulting in the final
bilayer twist angle of 10� (Figure 2e). We extract an
initial twist angle for the unbound bilayer to be 16( 1�
(Figure 2b). For this particular case, the supported
monolayer twists by 31 ( 1� clockwise in order to
bond with the stationary base monolayer, resulting in
the final bilayer twist angle of 10 ( 1�, as extracted
from the 2D FFT in Figure 2e. We also find that a twist
angle of 10� is certainly not universal. Varying twist
angles are observed in different bonded bilayer GNRs
(e.g., 15 ( 1�, 33 ( 1�, and 30 ( 1�), as extracted from
the 2D FFT in TEM micrographs presented in Support-
ing Information Figure S3.
Simulations are utilized to investigate how the

electronic properties change as a function of the twist
angles observed experimentally. Atomic structures are
first obtained by connecting the edges of two GNR
sections offset by 10.89�, 16.10�, 30.00�, and 33.04�, i.e.,

at angles corresponding to the experimental data. The
GNR structures are then annealed usingATAC to obtain
a low-energy interface between the two layers. All GNRs
are modeled with a width of ∼3.5 nm. Figure 6b
presents a side view of three unique bonded bilayer
interfaces to highlight their structure and the presence
of 5 and 7-atom rings running parallel to the interface
(darkened for visibility). Because of its long unit cell size,
the 33� twist angle structure is omitted from the figure
due to size constraints. Tight-binding electronic char-
acteristics are shown in Figure 6c. There is a clear variety
in electronic structure, with a small energy gap in the
GNR with an 11� twist, to pure metallic devices in GNRs
with a 16� or 30� twists, to a GNR with a sizable band
gap (0.25 eV) when it is twisted at 33�. The computed
data also show how the twist angle allows the tailoring
of band gaps in bonded-bilayer GNRs, including switch-
ing between metallic and semiconducting, and could
provide a pathway for nanoelectronics solely consisting
of GNRs.We should emphasize that the twist angle only
indirectly governs the electronic properties. Rather, it is
the detail of the covalent connection between the two
twisted layers that dictates electronic behavior.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrated that the combination
of electron beam nanosculpting and controlled Joule

Figure 6. Structural and electronic properties of simulated
3.5 nm bonded bilayer GNRs with varying twist angles corre-
sponding to angles observed experimentally in Figure 2 and
Figure S3. Datawere obtained for twist angles of 10�, 15�, 30�,
and 33�, where the bottom layer was a fixed zigzag layer, and
the topwas rotated by the specified angle. (a) Lateral and side
views of the interface between the top andbottom layers. The
red sector corresponds to the panels shown in (b). (b) Three
different twist angle structures. The twist angles correspond
to the introduction of a number of dislocations related to the
presence of pentagon/heptagon pairs between the otherwise
hexagonal lattice. The 33� system has a significantly larger
unit cell size and is not shown here. (c) Table of band gap
values, showing that while there is no discernible pattern
within the twist angles tested, large variability can be seen.
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heating may be used to fabricate atomically smooth
freestanding graphene nanoribbon devices with super-
ior electrical transport. By performing coordinated ex-
periments and modeling, we developed a thorough
understanding of the reconstruction mechanisms at
play in single-nanometer-scale GNR devices probed
in situ. Lattice disorder and bonded bilayer edges were
observed for sub-10 nmGNR devices immediately after
patterning. With increasing Joule heat, the GNR con-
tinuously recrystallized while preserving the bonded
bilayer edges, and intrinsic conductance improved
despite the narrowingwidth. The bondedbilayer edges
became faceted and surface protrusions subsided into
the bulk under the increasing bias. These observations
were explained by simulations showing that local cur-
rent maxima are concentrated at junctions, leading
to a recrystallization process that encourages the struc-
ture toward sharp continuous edges. We found that
intrinsic conductance doubled to 2.7e2/h during the

recrystallization process despite an almost three times

reduction in device width, and we observed sustained
current densities in excess of 4.7� 109 A/cm2, relevant
toward future on-chip interconnects. A similar improve-
ment in conductance was observed in simulations and
attributed mainly to improved transport resulting from
structural recrystallization, indicating the limitations
of traditional patterning/etching procedures and the
potential for Joule-heat recrystallization. In our setup,
nanosculpting typically leads to GNR structures with
linked edges. Similarly, other methods of patterning
multilayer graphene are expected to leave the edges
exposed and susceptible to bond. We provide experi-
mental evidence of annealedbondedbilayer GNRswith
varying twist angles and their associated transport
properties. We also discussed how this work opens
new directions for band gap engineering via twist-
angle modification with high relevance for next-
generation nanoelectronics.

METHODS

Graphene Growth. Graphene was grown via atmospheric
pressure chemical vapor deposition on 99.999% purity copper
foil in a 1 in. tube furnace.44,45 A 100 μm thick Cu foil (Alfa Aesar,
42189) was loaded into the tube furnace (Lindberg blue M,
TF55035) and heated to 1057 �C under a flow of 500 sccm of Ar
(99.999%) and 50 sccm of H2 (99.999%). Once 1057 �C is
reached, the H2 flow is reduced to 25 sccm and diluted CH4

(GTS-WELCO, 1.05%, balanced by Ar) is introduced at 2 sccm.
The CH4 gas flow was stopped after 100 min of graphene
growth and the furnace was rapidly cooled to room tempera-
ture in a flow of 1000 sccm of Ar and 7 sccm of H2.

Device Preparation. Samples were based on Si wafers coated
on both sides with polished 100 nm super low stress LPCVD
silicon nitride (<100 MPa stress) obtained from WRS Materials.
Freestanding Si3N4 membranes of dimensions 40 � 40 μm2

weremicromachined using standard silicon wet etching in KOH
(Fisher Scientific, P251�3). Conventional lithography (Nanonex
NX-2600 with Futurex NR71�1000P and JEOL 6400 with Micro-
Chem 950PMMA C4) was used to pattern Au source-drain
electrodes extending onto the membrane, and a 0.2�1 μm
wide slit between the contacts was defined using focused ion
beam milling (FEI Strata DB235). Large-area APCVD graphene
was transferred onto the Si/Si3N4 chip and patterned into a free-
standing ribbon geometry using electron beam lithography
(JEOL 6400 with Dow Corning XR-1541�002) and O2 plasma
etching (Technics PE II-A, 30 s at 40 W). Devices consisted of an
isolated graphene ribbon,∼1 μmwide, suspended over the slit
defined in the SiNx membrane and contacted by Au source-
drain electrodes (a schematic of the fabrication process flow is
provided in Supporting Information Figure S1).

Sample Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy
was carried out on an FEI Titan 80�300 field-emission TEM with
an objective-lens aberration corrector, operated at 300 kV
in TEM mode. A Protochip Aduro Electrical Biasing holder was
used for in situ electrical biasing. A National Instruments 6221
DAQ card is used to source the bias voltage and a preamplifier is
used tomeasure the current. A custom Labviewprogram is used
to set/sweep the bias voltages in addition to record electrical
measurements.
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